100 Ways to Create Wealth

Already being hailed as The modern
readers Think and Grow Rich! in this
lively, funny, penetrating book, Chandler
and co-author Sam Beckford follow on the
heels of Chandlers previous international
bestsellers 100 Ways to Motivate Yourself
and 100 Ways to Motivate Others. These
100 eye-opening ways to create wealth are
drawn from the authors successful careers,
with many touching personal stories as
well as stories and examples from the
hundreds of clients these master coaches
have advised. This book is chock full of
ways to make money, deepen lifes
pleasure, increase personal wage-earning
power and start fresh entrepreneurial ideas
right at home. Written for the age of the
home-business entrepreneur, the book
appeals to everyone from company CEOs,
to life coaches, to stay at home moms, to
internet fans to people who are simply
thinking of converting that hobby into
wealth. This is the deepest and most
penetrating study yet of the psychology of
prosperity, and the action steps necessary
to produce wealth. This is not merely a
business book. It is written for anyone and
everyone who has ever wanted more
wealth.
Enjoy the enlightening,
entertaining anecdotes from authors and
their clients own experiences creating
wealth (and failing to!) and transform your
life like they did. Probe deeply into the
psychological barriers you put up when it
comes to money, eliminate those barriers,
and replace them with highly motivational
ideas. Sam Beckford and Steve Chandler
are astonishing!
They are fireball
entrepreneurism and intergalactic wisdom
all rolled up into one dynamic duo. As
they coach you, fasten your seatbelt and
grab the throttle. Your life is about to blast
off. Darby Checkets, author of Customer
Astonishment Sam Beckford is an inspired
business leader and teacher who organizes
his information in a way that makes it
incredibly easy for anyone to follow. Same
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is a master at helping people put ideas into
action.
Jule Morgenstern, Columnist,
Oprah Magazine If you put together the
best of Anthony Robbins and Wayne Dyer
what you would have still wouldnt be half
as good as Steve Chandler. Dale Dauten,
Chicago Tribune, King Features Syndicate
Sam Beckford is the founder of eight small
businesses. The first five were massive
failures. After business number five he
decided to get a real job but thankfully got
fired after five months and started business
number six which made him a millionaire.
Sam has shared his business strategies and
philosophy with thousands of other small
business owners and has personally helped
hundreds of business owners across North
America increase their personal income by
an additional $40,000 per year while
working less. Sam lives in Vancouver,
Canada, with his wife Valerie, daughter
Isabella, and son Ben. He is the co-author
of the bestseller The Small Business
Millionaire. You can get information about
attending Sam and Steves Creating Wealth
seminars at www.stevechandler.com.
Steve Chandler is the author of The Joy of
Selling and over a dozen other international
bestsellers in the personal growth field. He
has coached and trained over 30 Fortune
500 companies and hundreds of small
businesses. He was a visiting lecturer the
Soul-Centered Leadership program at the
University of Santa Monica, and lives in
Arizona with his wife Kathy and their pet
cat, Grizzly Bear. You can reach Steve at
www.stevechandler.com
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